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SUMMARY

f

Scope:

| This special announced inspection was conducted in.the areas of
'

assessing the adequacy of the.licens'ee's corrective actions for
safety-significant findings identified during the EDSFI (NRC

i. Report 50-327, 328/91-02), followup on previous inspection
| findings, Licensee Event Reports, and corrective actions to
~

violations.

Results:
c

The licensee's corrective action-programs were considered-.

adequate._ EDSFI Findings 91-02-01 and -03-and LER 92-004'were-
closed based on review of the: licensee's. corrective actions,,

Unresolved Item 91-02-02 remains open pending completion of-NRC's
; evaluation of-the use of operator action to re-align EDG air
i start receivers to meet _the five start design criteria and

licensing basis (paragraph 2.j). The. licensee's actions on other*

EDSFI items were considered extensive-and thorough. Two of these
!

j 9208110206 920804
j PDR ADOCK 05000327

G PDR;
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items were considered strengths and are discussed in paragraphs
2.c and 2.f of the report. Items that had not been completed
were:

o Consolidation of all design basis voltage
calculations under the ELMS programs,

e Reanalyzing the fast bus transfer scheme.

In general, the basis for these items remaining open was well
justified and supported by a schedule that adequately considered
safety impact. Design-calculations and modification packages
were complete and technically adequate. The. post modification
testing adequately verified the design and functionality of the
system. The material condition of the EDS was satisfactory.

Within the areas examined, no violations or deviations were
identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

I-

| 1. Persons Contacted

|-
Licensee Employees

! R. Alsup. Acting Quality Audits Monitoring Manager*
4 *R Beecken, Plant Manager.

i *L. Bryant, Maintenance Manager
; *C. Butcher, Nuclear Engineering Lead Electrical Engineer
j *M. Cooper, Site Licensing Manager
; *T. Flippo, Site Quality Manager
i *B. Kimsey, Nuclear Engineering Lead Electrical Engineer

R. Miller, Corporate Engineering, Electrical'

3 *D. Murray,-Electrical-Engineer
|- J.-Nicely, Corporate Engineering, Electrical
|. *J. Proffitt, Compliance Licensing Engineer
i L. Pruett, Operations Support Manager
1 *R. Thompson, Compliance Licensing Manager
{ *J. N. Ward, Manager, Engineering and Modifications
j *J. L. Wilson, Site Vice President, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
: .

.] _ Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection
included engineers, operators, technicians,.and-.

; administrative personnel,
t

j Other Organizations
:-
1 NRC Resident Inspectors
i
4 *W. Holland, Senior Resident Inspector
4 *S. Shaeffer, Resident Inspector
I

* Attended exit interview

Acronyna and initialisms used throughout this' report are4

! listed i.t the last paragraph.
i
; 2. Electrical Distribution System Followup-Inspection

(2515/111)3

' This inspection assessed the adequacy cf-the licensee
corrective actions for safety-significant findings

-

: identified during the EDSFI. This' included the review of >

upgrades _to calcrlations,nequipmentEmodifications, procedure-.

i and surveillance revisions, and engineering'and technical
support to resolve these findings.

.

a. Bus Transfer Schemes

The EDSPI| Report in paragraph 2.2.1 discusses the fast
bus transfer from the normal power supply to the

,
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alternate source upon a turbine trip initiated from the-
reactor protection system or' mechanical system1

protection. The report indicated that the licensee had
analyzed the-transfer scheme in calculation SQN-APS-005,

: but the results were considered inconclusive.
F Calculations included in this analysis indicated that--

the transient- transfer voltage for the safety-related
motors would be a maximum of 1.28 pu volts per hertz.
This'was deemed acceptable to the licensee because
standards published by ANSI indicate that motors should'
be constructed to withstand 1.33 pu volts per hertz.

during a bus transfer.

! The EDSFI team identified that the analysis had
shortcomings'because it failed to consider the phase

'

angle difference between'the normal and alternate power
sources and it failed to' address the fact that-the
alternate power source voltage could be higher than
that used in the calculations. The team performed'its
own calculation _of the transient transfer voltage and-
concluded that with the above differences included the
voltage could be as high as 1.4 pu volts per hertz.

I The licensee has taken the position that_it would be of
'

no useful benefit to-revise the calculation at this
: time since scheduled modifications to the alternate

offsite power system will require the completion of a
j new bus transfer analysis. The modification will.
-

result in the plant-offsite power system being re-
aligned to use the CSSTs as the normal power supply,

1 instead of the unit-station service transformers.- The
CSST transfer circuits will be modified to provide a.

fast transfer from a faulted CSST transformer'to a-

; spare CSST. The need for a fast transfer from the-

USSTsEto the CSSTs during normal plant operation will
i be eliminated except during periods-of maintenance on

the CSST's.
,.

; The licensee indicated that the new bus transfer
~

calculation:will.be performed using a computer program,

called E-TAP which was also used to analyze the Browns
Ferry bus transfer' design. The licensee committed by

J letter' dated November 29,1991, to have the automatic-
transfer to the spare-CSST completed prior to the end
of the Unit 1 Cycle 6 refueling outage.

I This item remains open pending completion of the CSST
~

transfer modifications and subsequent realignment to
the CSSTs as the normal power supply to the plant-'

auxiliary power system.
,-

7

I
;
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b. Design Consideration for System Grounding and Ground
Fault Relaying

'

The EDSFI Report in paragraph 2.2.2 discussed the
calculation-for the EDG which did not-include or-
evaluate several items and identified come errors in

: the schematic drawing and the-USFAR. . The licensee
; revised calculation SQN-E3-013 Rev.1 Verifying Resistor

Size for the Diesel Generator Neutral Ground dated-
June.3, 1992. The inspectors reviewed the revised
calculation. The calculation analyzed the size of the
diesel generator neutral-grounding transformer and the
secondary resistor and the ground overvoltage relays.

; settings,-and compares the results with existing
i equipment ratings. The calculation results indicated
! that the existing resistor'was not ideally sized but

meets the minimum requirements. The resistor size is-
i such that it will withstand the calculated fault

current, even if the fault were to last for the_ entire
: 100 days considered for an accident.
1

The calculation also evaluated the ground overvoltage-
relay selection-for a maximum ground fault. It-was
-determined that the continuous rating capability of the
transformer and relay, relay rating to maximum'

; secondary voltage, zux1 sensitivity were acceptable.
; There also has been a-change _ submitted to. correct the-

schematic drawing error in-drawing 45N767-1 and to-
correct the UFSAR.<

Paragraph 2.2.2 also discussed some concerns with the
USST and CSST neutral grounding system. The inspectors
reviewed calculation SQN-E3-012, Verifying Resistor
Size for the USST_and CSST Neutral Ground.' This-,

calculation concluded that'the neutral grounding
resistors installed in.the neutral ~ circuits of the
USST's and CSST's were adequate to sustain a ground
fault. The inspectors reviewed the calculations and
determined that they were acceptablei These. items:are-
closed,

c. _ Diesel Generator Loading

The EDSFI report in paragraph'2.2.3 indicated that the
format of the'EDG loading analysis was confusing and

_

the|information' supporting calculation assumptions were
not readily retrievable as demonstrated by the long
delay to locate the test data for'the ECCS and AFW
pumps-which operate in the service factor range.
During the course of the inspection the licensee
developed an alternate.way of displaying the.

J-
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information (summary sheets) to resolve the team's
; concerns related to the loading analysis. The EDG
j loading was determined to be acceptable.

The licensee has since developed a.new program ~(DGAP)
: for calculating the loading on the EDGs. The program

has been validated and is available for use at all TVA
Nuclear Plants. The program receives input data from

j the TELAS data base which includes' configuration
information on the Sequoyah EDS ( such as battery;

I chargers, inverters transformers, motor starting and,

acceleration times, motor horsepower ratings, service[~
factor loading, cable sizes and lengths). The program:

! -uses this data to calculate the-transient and steady
state loading on the EDGs.and to compute the available, -

j margin from manufacturers ratings. The inspectors
considered this program a strength in the licensee's
program for contro* ling load growth on the EDGs. Thisz

item is closed., ,

d. Proposed Modification to the Electrical-Distribution

|
System

f

j The EDSFI Report in paragraph 2.2.4 discussed a-
proposed major ~ modification to the CSSTs. The 161 KV-1

grid system voltage conditions require the replacement
i of the existing 161 Kv/ 6.9 Kv CSSTs with new on-line-

automatic load tap changers en each secondary winding.
The tap changing CSSTs will provide better: control for
the plant _ auxiliary power system voltage. A separate
DCN Package has been issued for each of the-CSSTs ('A,-

B and C) .

Installation of new CSSTs A, B-and C with new load tap
changers is scheduled for completion prior tosthefend

; of the Unit l' Cycle 6 refueling outage. CSST A has
been installed and was in service. CSSY C was being
worked.-

i

The inspectors reviewed completed DCN Package No.
- M06150 that replaced CSST A. This DCN was one of three

, - as stated above that will be implemented to replace all
, the CSSTs.'The other two DCNs were-identified as M06151
~: and M06152 for CSST B and C, respectively. DCN Package

M06150 was reviewed in detailland was considered
adequate including the post modification testing.
Engineering involvement in specifying test requirements
was deemed to be acceptable. The inspectors verified'
that plant operating-procedures had been revised to
address operation of thc new CSST A_ transformer._ A

-

minor typographical error was found in Switchyards

'

Letter 18 which was immediately corrected by the

,
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licensee. The as-built. condition of the new CSST A and
control' room instruments was reviewed and determined to
be acceptable. This-item is closed.

,

e. Class lE 480 Vac System

The EDSFI Report in paragraph 2.3 indicated.that all
necessary voltage calculations at the 480 Vac. level
were not performed with the aid of one consolidated set
of computer programs. The' licensee was currently
developing a data base calculation EEB-SON-MS-TIO5-001,
which documents the AC electrical auxiliary power

_

system and load information in a controlled and-

validated computer based system for Sequoyah's, TVA'
Electrical Auxiliary System (TELAS). TELAS will be for
all class'1E AC Auxiliary Power Systems and 6.9 KV non-
1E Auxiliary Power System loads fed from the -CSSTs A
and C. This database is-grouped into five major
sections as indicated below:

-Load List
-Brake Horsepower / Heaters / Starters
-Operation Codes

Normal
Full Load Rejection
SI. Phase A
SI. Phase A&B,

-Protective Devices
-Cable Inputs

The licensee was in the-process of completing the
loading of-data into.this calculation (currently 97%
complete). When this effort'is completed the ELMS
calculations for voltage-drop, short circuit and_ load
flow will be rerun, which should consolidate all design-
basis calculations under the ELMS program,

f. Selective Coordination for:120 Vac and'125 Vdc Systems

The EDSFI Report in paragraphs 2.4.1 and 2.5.4
identified that calculation SON-APPR-1 had not been-
updated. .This low voltage calculation for the_120 Vac
and 125 Vdc systems _did not. include current-_as-built
data. Modifications-were implemented in 1986-1988 to
correct fuse miscoordination between selected circuits
related to Appendix R criteria,fand were! supported bye
mini-calculations.

The inspectors examined records indicating that
calculation SON-APPR>1 was amended, revision 9, dated
February 23, 1991, to include the as-built data from
the completed Appendix R modifications and mini-

. - . - - . . . - - . . .-. - ., - _ - . , - . . - . . . . . . - _ - . . - - . - , . - . - - . . . - ,
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calculation results. This item is closed.

F A second item discussed.in the EDSFI Report in-
paragraphs 2.4.1 and 2.5.4 indicated that a complete
coordination study did~not exist.-for the 120 Vac-and

'

125 Vdc systems. The licensee agreed to perform a
qualitative review of the coordination for both the 120
Vac and 135 Vdc systems to resolve NRC concerns-in this-'

;

area,

t

i Discussions with the licensee revealed that draft -

calculation SON-CPS-051, Circuit Protection Device-
Evaluation, was being performed to evaluate the 120 Vac

: and'125 Vdc systems _for selective coordination,
overload protection, ccble protection, and amps

i interrupting capacity (i.e., fuse and breaker short. .

circuit ratings).- The calculation was_ considered a.

licensee strength-because it was far more than a
qualitative review of protective devices in the 120 Vac-

and 125 Vdc systems. The_ calculation was complete
except for final review and approval when reviewed by
the inspectors.

f

The inspectors reviewed the. draft-calculation which
concluded that the 120fVac protective devices would,

selectively coordinate when the system was aligned to
the normal power source but had limitations when -,

aligned to the alternate power source during
maintenance outages. . This was considered to be
acceptable because technical specifications considers-
the.120 Vac supply to be inoperable when-the
maintenance supply is in service.- The 125 Vdc system
was concluded to have coordination problems _between the

ub' bus feeder circuit breakers ( Westinghouse type
heBs) and the stub bus supply fuse (Bussman type FRN)
f'r a close in fault. 'The vital DC batteries can-
supply a calculated 15,000 amps if a close in fault was
postulated on a branch circuit. The-FRN fuse will open
before the branch circuit breakers deenergizing the-
entire stub bus. .This problem was documented on a PER-
(SQPER920229) 'which was written the last day _of. the
inspection. The inspectors reviewed the PER to
determine if any safety or operability concerns were
identified. None were noted. The. calculation was
subsequently approved'on July 29, 1992. These' item are
closed,

g. Fuse Interrupting Ratings and-Incorporation of !

Vendor Information

The EDSFI report in paragraph 2.5.1 indicated a problem
with interrupting capacity of fuses. The-licensee's |

|
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draft calculation SQN-CPS-051 will evaluate the loading
and amps interrupting capacity-for fuses and breakers
in the 120 Vac and 125 Vdc systems. The acceptance
criteria was that the AIC exceeded the available fault
current. Two cases were identified in ' he vital de
system where the manufacturers AIC was exceeded. This
involved the Bussman type FRN and JKS fuses that had an
AIC rating of 10,000 amps but had duty of 17,236 amps.
The licensee obtained information from the vendor which
indicated that FRN fuses are similar to the FRN-R. type
that has a rating of 20,000 amps. Likewise, JKS fuses
are considered similar in construction to a type JKS-R
t. hat has a rating of 20,000 amps. This information has
been incorporated in SON-CPS-051, Section 3.0, Sources
of Design Information. This item is closed.

h. Monitoring Battery Rcom Temperature

The EDSFI Report in paragraph 2.5.2 discusses an
apparent weakness in the licensee's procedure (OSLA-99)
for menitoring the vital battery-room temperatures. The
procedure (OSLA-99) .did not give direction on what
actions'to take when the battery room temperature
exceeded the maximum allowable value. The design
temperature limits reflected on DNE Drawing 47E235,
sheet 03 spec.4.fied a normal operating environment of 60
to 85 'F and minimum and maximum temperatures of 40 to
104 *F, respectively. The inspectors-found-that
procedure OLSA-99 was replaced by Operations. Procedure
0-PI-OPS-000-037.0. This procedure-had the same
weaknesses as the previous procedure _ (OSLA-99) in that-
it did not establish an upper temperature limit in the
battery room and it did not delineate what actions were-
required when high temperatures were exceeded. The
licensee indicated that the procedure would be revised
to addresa the normal and abnormal temperature
environment in the-battery room and to specify
corrective actions when room temperatures are outside
the allowable operating band. This item isqclosed.

i .= Voltage Rating of Breaker Closing Coils and Charging,

Motors'

The-EDSFI Report in paragraph 2.5.3 discusses the
review of calculation SQN-CPS-004, 125 Vdc Battery and
Charger Evaluacion. The calculation was considered-
deficient because the manufacturer's data referenced in-
the file did not support the conclusion that the ITE
circuit breakers were. acceptable for use with maximum
control voltages as high as 140 Vdc. _However, the

_ _ - - _ _ _ _ - - --
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licensee received information from the vendor that
supported the higher voltage, but the calculation

.

needed to be revised to reflect this new information.
'

The inspectors noted that SQN-CPS-004 had been
superseded by'SQN-CPS-034, 120 Vac Vital Instrument
Power Board and 125_Vdc Vital Battery and Charger

: Capacity Evaluation. This calculation superseded
! calculations SQN-CPS-004 and 005 and incorporated all

mini-calculations. The inspectors reviewed-the
calculation and verified that it included the
appropriate vendor data which supported the use of ITE
(Asea Brown Boveria) switchgear Model 7.5 HK 500
circuit breakers at 140 Vdc on the control circuits.

; This item is closed,

j. EDG Starting Air System

The EDSFI Report on page 12 discusses the alarm
setpoint (200 psig) and the pressure at which the EDG
would be considered inoperable (180 psig). Since that
inspection'the licensee issued DCN M06286A which raised
the low level pressure alarm setpoint to 240 psig and
changed the pressure at which the starting. air system>

is declared " inoperable" to 210-psig. A calculation
i performed by the licensee shows that a minimum of.210

psig is required to provide five starts using two
tanks. Thus a low level alarm setting of 240 psig was4

considered adequate to allow for corrective operator
actions prior to the pressure in the tanks dropping.to
210 psig where it would be-considered! inoperable. This-

item is closed.

k. Tornado Protection of-the EDG Fuel Oil System'

The EDSFI Report in paragraph 3.2.2 indicated that the
team found the EDG fuel oil day tank and 7 day storage
tank vent lines unprotected against_ tornado missiles as
they exited the EDG Building. The inspector' reviewed
DCN-M-06558A which will provide missile protection for
the 2-inch day tank vent-lines and the 3 inch 7 day-
fuel oil tanks vents. These vent lines exit the EDG
building. The missile protection enclosure, for the 3"
vents, include a 1/4 steel liner box with 2-2 inch vent
pipes enclosed in-an 8 inch thick hardened concrete
vaalt with a steel plate bolted to the top. The work
area at the EDG building _was inspected and the only
concern noted was thht the modification on the roof did
not include a drain to remove any potential water that
may collect in the enclosure. The protection for the 2
inch day tank vents appeared adequate in the design,
but no field work had been started. The change package

, -_ _ -_ _ _ . __._- , ... . _ _ . . _ _ _ .- _ _
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2 also included noted changes that_had to be made to the
UFSAR. When this DCN is-fully implemented _this concern
will be adequately addressed. This item is closed..

1. Root Cause Analysis and Corrective Actions

The EDSFI report in paragraph 5.3 identified a concern-

that the corrective action for CAQRs and PERs were not
,

well tracked or assigned with due dates and the team
! had difficulty' retrieving the final corrective action.

-The concern centered around the.old programs which were.
being supplemented by the new Incident Investigation;

: and Root Cause-Analysis program. The licensee
i indicated that the problem in tracking of corrective

actions should be resolved by the new program,
i

The Site Standard Practice .(SSP-12.7 Rev 1, dated 12-'

18-1991) Incident Investigation and~ Root Cause Analysis
was reviewed. Section 3.6.1 Tracking Closure of
Corrective Actione indicated how the corrective actions,

: would be tracked, request for extension approved,
| documentation required to be reviewed,-ensuring that
i completion of corrective actions had been adequately

documentad, maintaining documentation, and how the,
.

reviews of action closure documentation were to be.

completed.,

!
t The current SSP adequately addressed the concerns noted

in the report. This item is closed.

| 3. Followup on Previous Inspection Findings (92701)
I
: a. (Open) URI 317,328/91-02-02, The EDSFI Report in
' paragraph 3.2.1 discusses an unresolved item regarding

the design basis for the EDG starting _ air _ system. The
EDSFI team questioned whether the use of manual
operator actions to accomplish five EDG-starts without,

: recharging the air receiver tanks meets the design
criteria and licensing basis for the EDG starting airL

system.

The inspectors acknowledged the licensee's position <and
: indicated that the final resolution for this. concern

will be based on the NRC1 staff's evaluation of the
licensing basis for the 5_ start requirement specified
in NUREG 0800 and FSAR 9.5.6 and whether_ operator

; actions to accomplish this requirement-is acceptable.
! This item remains'open pending completion of the
'

staff's evaluation.
'

b. (Closed) URI 327,328/90-25-02, Based on review of the
FSAR it was not clear that the 5th vital-battery was

1
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properly included in the-FSAR, and also there was a,

: question related to FSAR revisions for partially
' completed modifications where the equipment had been-
a declared operable.- SSP-9.3 Plant Modifications and
; Design Change Control, Revision 1, dated May 14, 1992
: was reviewed by the inspectors.- The section-on Partial
j Installation of Modifications addresses the issue about
i remaining scope ofta. modification not being complet *.
| If it is determined that the modification will not be
! - completed the responsible engineer will arrange for a

walkdown of the partially modified-plant area to verify-,

and document the actual status of_the modification.
: This partial modification must support operability of

the systems, structure, or component. If the_ remaining _,

scope of the modification will not be completed, the
i responsible _ engineer will revise the package to reflect

the reduced scope.

In-reference to the FSAR concern.the SSPJon-
modifications discussed above also included a step to'

submit an FSAR change in accordance with SSP-4.2
#

LManagement of the Final Safety Analysis-Report,
Revision 0, dated _ October 3, 1991. This is a new

: procedure and it shouldicorrect the problems. This
item is closed.

,

|_ 4. Licensee Event Report (92700)
:

The Licensee Event-Report (LER) discussed below was reviewed
to determine the adequacy of description,~ verification-of

; compliance with Technical Specifications and regulatory _
requirements, corrective actions'taken,-and the related
safety significance of the event.

i

LER 327/92-004 related to selective _ coordination of the 125.

Vdc system was-reported by the. licensee on March 9, 1992.
The licensee determined that the. modification that-installed+

the fifth vital battery failed _to assure that the supply _
breaker (003) used to connect a vital battery board to the
fifth vital battery selectively-coordinated under fault
conditions.- This lack of coordination was identified as a
result of corrective actions for LER 50-327/91-026.
The corrective action taken by the_ licensee was to implement
DCN-E-08221A which modified.the (003) breakers on the 4'

.

vital battery boards' removing the trip _ paddles _and disabling-
the trip devices. The breakers now function as 1 ^ disconnect
switch. To prevent further recurrence the licensee
indicated that they would perform a coordination study for
the 120 Vac and 125 Vdc safety-relatedLcontrol power systems i

to ensure coordination of feeder and related load power
breakers. Based on the review of the draft calculation SQN--

|
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CPS-051 and the_ records associated with the implementation
of DCN-E-08221A, this LERs'is closed.

5. Followup on Corrective Actions for Violations (92702)

The following two violations-were reviewed to ascertain that
the licensee's responses, where applicable, and licensee
actions were in compliance with regulatory requirements and
corrective actions had been implemented.

a. (Closed) Violation 327,328/91-02-03, Corrective actions
were not adequately initiated for deficiencies
identified when SI-26.1A was completed-on September 20,
1988, and when SI-26.2B was completed on November 1,
1990 and SI-26.2B was completed on May 18,1990 and did
not meet their acceptance criteria,

The inspectors reviewed the revised surveillance
procedures, also noted that the acceptance criteria
-will be placed at one central-location in the body of
the surveillance procedure, and noted that the
completed procedure review responsibilities were more
clearly defined.

Additional training programs were conducted for
operations, test directors, and other-selected
personnel. The selection and qualification-of test
directors will be controlled by a-senior plant manager.
These corrective actions are acceptable. This item is
closed,

b. -(Closed). Violation 327,328/90-25-01, Licensee failed to
prevent the storage and/or accumulation-of loose
conductive material within safety related electrical
boards.

The specific panels affected were cleaned. SQN
Standard Practice SQA66, Plant Housekeeping,
responsibilities were reemphasized during additional
training of Modification-personnel. Modification's
foremen were-also directed to_ conduct personal
inspections of electrical panels during the completion
stages of modification workplans. Periodic inspections
by line managers of these areas will also be included
in their routine housekeeping walkdowns. These
corrective actions are acceptable. This item is closed.

6. Exit Meeting

The inspection scope and results were summarized on June 12,
1992, with those persons indicated in paragraph 1.

_ _ - _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _
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Proprietary:information is not contained in this report.
The inspector described the areas inspected.and-discussed in
detail the inspection results listed below. There were no
dissenting comments received from the licensee.

.

Item Number Descriotion apd Reference
;

327,328/91-02-02 URI- Awaiting NRC staff's
(Open) evaluation of licensee basis

for_the 5 start requirement.
(paragraph 3a)

327,328/90-25-02 URI- It was not clear that the
(Closed) 5th vital battery-was properly

included in the USFAR, also
there was'a question about
USFAR revisions for partial ;

completed modifications.
(paragraph 3b)-

;

327,328/91-02-03 VIO Corrective actions were
(Closed) not adequatly initiated for-

deficiencies identified when
SI-26.1A was. completed.
(paragraph Sa)

327,328/90-25-01 VIO- Licensee failed to
(Closed) prevent the storage and/or

accumulation of loose
conductive materials within
safety 1related electrical
boards. (paragraph 4b)-

7. ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

AIC Amps Interrupting Capacity. '

AFW Auxiliary'Feedwater System
ANSI American National Standards' Institute
CAQR Condition Adverse to Quality Report
CSST Common Station Service Transformer
DCN Design Change Notice
DGAP Diesel Generator-Analysis Program
DNE-. Design Nuclear Engineering
ECCS Emergency Core LCooling System
EDG. Emergency Diesel Generator-
EDS Electrical Distribution System-
EDSFI Electrical Distribution System i

Functional ~ Inspection
ELMS Electrical Load Management / stem
F Fahrenheit
Ky Kilo-volt
LER Licensee Event Report

t

*

I
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NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
; PER Problem Evaluation. Report-
'

PU Per Unit
| SI Safety Injection

SSP Site Standard' Practice
SON Sequoyah Nuclear Plant-

Vac Volts Alternating Current
,

Vdc Volts Direct Current-

; USST Unit Station Service Transformer
; UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
' TELAS TVA Electrical Auxiliary System

TVA Tennessee Valley Authority
,

.
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